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Consequences for European 
healthcare industries



 The new Annex 11 and Chapter 4 set targets and provide a lot of flexibility in interpreta- �
tion. Inspectors who played a major role in the development of Annex 11 will inform  
you about the background and content of the new document. 
 Representatives of the pharma industry will interpret and give their opinion on these  �
regulations. 
 Together with the participants, the new regulations will be assessed and their practical  �
implementation into practice will be discussed. 

Binding European requirements regarding computerised systems and their validation  
are laid down in Annex 11 „computerised systems" of the EU GMP Guide. With regard to  
current regulatory developments (e.g. on the risk management topic (ICH Q 9 and EU-GMP 
Guide part III Q 9) and new technological developments (electronic signature, etc.), it had 
become necessary to revise the Annex. Together with Chapter 4 „Documentation“, the new 
Annex 11 became enforceable on 30 June 2011.  

Regulatory compliance objectives have been set simply and briefly and provide enough 
flexibility for industry to implement them according to its own needs.  

The conference is directed at executives in the pharmaceutical industry - suppliers  
and service providers - who need to implement current European requirements.

Karl-Heinz Menges
Dr Wolfgang Schumacher

Qualification of virtual servers  - Eberhard Kwiatkowski, Yves Samson
The virtualisation of computerised systems offers a multitude of advantages; for example  
simultaneous use of several operating systems, simple and cost-effective installation of test  
environments and improved utilisation of multi-core processors. During the workshop,  
qualification and the principles of today's virtualisation technology will be elaborated: 

 What is a virtual machine? �
 Life cycle of virtual machines �
 Regulations regarding the qualification of virtual machines �
 Responsibilities �
 Areas of application �
 Creation of virtual machines �
 Configuration and management of virtual machines �
 Qualification plan / configuration plan �

impact of annex 11 on the laboratory - Bob McDowall
Annex 11 and Chapter 4 bring the challenge of meeting new regulation tor the analytical  
laboratory, for both standalone and networked systems.  We will look at:

 Are there any differences between Annex 11 and Part 11 regulations for electronic   �
signatures?
 How should we document the review of audit trails? �
 How to define raw data for laboratory computerised systems �
 Impact of Annex 11 on spreadsheet design and validation �
 What does integration of risk management with computer validation mean for   �
the laboratory?
 What are the implications that the IT network must be qualified and under control   �
for networked laboratory applications?

electronic batch record (ebr) - Frank Behnisch / Dr Christa Färber
 Process description �
 Definitions (types of „signatures“) �
 Legal basis �
 Requirements on electronic signatures �
 New Chapter 4 of the EU GMP Guide „Documentation“ �
 EFG 11's vote on electronic signature �
 Special features concerning Configuration Management and Incident Management �
 Process control through electronic batch recording (EBR) �
 Electronic batch recording and electronic release �
 Challenges relating to the introduction �

objectives
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Conference structure: 
Inspectors and industry representatives will present and discuss all parts of Annex 11  
in shared presentations.

introduction: history of the Document
 Reasons for the Change �
 Development of Annex 11 �
 The draft document from 2008 �

1. risk Management
 What can elements from risk management contribute to determine the scope of   �

inspections to be done on certain specific aspects (like validation, data integrity)?
 What does "determine the scope of a validation through risk management" actually  �

mean? Does it relate to the number of test cases or the depth of testing?  

2. personnel
 What is meant by "close co-operation between all relevant personnel…"?   �
Which formal requirements must be complied with? 
 What training is required? �
 Are there formal qualifications required (e.g. ITIL certification or something similar)? �
 What role does the QP have to play in the validation process? �
 Does the QP replace the QS in the validation process? �

3. suppliers and service providers
 Why do inspectors want to see suppliers audit reports? Is this acceptable with   �
confidentiality agreements in place with suppliers?
 According to inspectors, what criteria shall be considered in suppliers assessments? �
 Do requirements concerning auditing underlying suppliers exist? �
 Which requirements apply to COTS (Commercial Off-The Shelf) products? �
 What are the formal requirements regarding the selection of a supplier?   �
Shall the process of selection be documented and justified?
 Have external suppliers/internal IT departments to implement and manage   �
their own QMS? If so, which requirements are subject to this QMS?

4. validation
 What is the definition of "relevant systems"? �
 Is there any definition for "critical’? �
 How should GMP functionalities in inventory lists be described? �
 Can a URS based on risk analysis be created? �
 Data flows – do they mean system-internal interfaces (e.g. interfaces between   �
different modules in ERP systems)?
 Must all User requirements be traceable or is a GMP relevant classification enough? �
 What "Level of Control" is expected when using automated test tools? �
 What do test scripts and test results have to look like to be accepted by inspectors?   �

5. Data
 What control mechanisms (e.g. MD 5) are expected? �
 Are certain file formats (e.g. XML) preferred? �
 Why are "built-in checks" for the electronic interface required when the   �
interface has been validated? 

6. accuracy Checks
 To what extent must data entry checks be controlled in the validation?  �
 How do inspectors handle with risk observation when a residual risk remains   �
during the control? 

7. Data storage
 How often should readability and accessibility of data be checked?  �
 What are the requirements with regard to physical protection?  �

8. printouts
 Are paper printouts required or are electronic documents sufficient?  �
 What distinguishes "clear printed" printouts from normal printouts?  �
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9. audit trail
 What are the essential components of an Audit Trail? �

 What are the requirements in the regular assessment of Audit Trails? �

 How to handle "legacy systems" without Audit Trail? �

 Is a "paper-based" Audit Trail conceivable? �

 What is meant by "GMP relevant data"? �

10. Change and Configuration Management
 What controls are necessary for changing configuration? �

 Must changes without GMP relevance be controlled? �

11. periodic evaluation
 How often is "periodic"? What periods/intervals are expected?  �

 Can or must such periodical assessments be presented in annual reports or PQR?   �

 Who is responsible for the performance of periodic evaluation?   �

Can responsibility be transferred to the service provider? 

12. security
 Does the notion "Operators" refer to the users of the system? If so, what is the   �

difference with Audit Trail accounts?
 The identity of users from "Management Systems for data and for document"   �

must be recorded. What are "Management Systems" and doesn't this requirement  
apply to control systems too? 
 How often do users have to change their passwords? How often must user   �

profiles be reviewed?

13. incident Management
 What is exactly meant with "all incidents"? Do they also refer to service   �

requests (i.e. resetting passwords)?
 Are work-arounds accepted as preventive actions? �

14. electronic signatures
 Is it intentional that "meaning" (like in Part 11) isn't mentioned?  �

 How long data on electronic signatures must be archived? �

 How important is legal commitment with regard to internal rights and duties? �

 What is meant with "have the same impact as hand-written signatures within   �

the boundaries of the company"?

15. batch release
 Is electronic release permitted? �

 Does the paragraph also apply to hybrid systems with paper release but   �

electronic recording of the release? 
 Does "real time" release enable an automated release? �

16. business Continuity 
 Is high availability required for all critical processes regardless of whether   �

availability is important? 
 Must system availability be tested for each single system or is a general   �

test sufficient? 

17. archiving
 How often must readability of archived data be checked? �

 Is a single test sufficient to prove readability of the archived data?  �

Chapter 4: Documentation
 How to interpret the connection between Annex 11 and Chapter 4?   �

 Which changes affect the management of electronic documents? �

 What has become of the proposed regulations about aggregation of data   �

in Draft Annex 11?

Conclusion: “annex 11 – the good, the bad, the ugly”
 Implementation approach  �

 Critical chapters �

 New challenges - What’s at the horizon? �

operational phase
(continued)



Frank behnisCh, CSL Behring GmbH, Marburg, Germany
Frank is Senior Manager Project Engineering at CSL Behring GmbH in Marburg, Germany. He is mem-
ber of the GAMP® D-A-CH „steering committee“ and chairman of  a GAMP® Special Interest Group 
(SIG) for “Small manufacturing devices”

klaus eiChMüller, District Government of Upper Bavaria Munich, GMP Inspectorate, Germany
After working in the pharmaceutical Industry Klaus Eichmüller joined the District Government of Up-
per Bavaria in Munich. Since 1996 he is working in the field of GMP Inspections of manufacturer of 
medicinal products and importers. He is Deputy Head of the Central Surveillance of Medicinal Prod-
ucts in Bavaria

Dr Christa Färber, Staatliches Gewerbeaufsichtsamt Hannover, Germany
Since 2005, after several years in the industry, Dr Färber has been working for the Staatliches Gewer-
beaufsichtsamt Hannover where she is responsible for GMP monitoring. She is a member of EFG 
„Computerised Systems“.

eberharD kwiatkowski, Bayer Pharma AG, Elberfeld, Germany
Since 2000 he has been in charge of the computerised system validation for the entire Bayer Schering 
Pharma plant in the "GMP-Referat" for the API production in Wuppertal. He is a co-author of the ISPE 
Good Practice Guide for the Audit of external suppliers and he is a member of the GAMP-DACH Fo-
rum and he is also a member of APV's expert group on computerised systems.

Dr bob MCDowall, McDowall Consulting, Bromley, Kent, UK
Analytical chemist with over 35 years experience including 15 years working in the pharmaceutical in-
dustry and 18 years working for the industry as a consultant.  He is Principal of McDowall Consulting, 
UK. Bob is an ISO 17025 assessor and he has been involved with the validation of computerised sys-
tems for over 20 years and is the author of a book on the validation of chromatography data systems. 

karl-heinz Menges, Regierungspräsidium Darmstadt, Germany
He is Inspector at the Regierungspräsidium Darmstadt in Germany. Mr Menges has been an Inspector 
for over 25 years and he is currently Head of the German Inspectors Working Group. He is also a mem-
ber of GAMP D-A-CH steering committee and the German delegate of the PIC/S Expert Circle for 
computerised systems. Mr Menges has also contributed to Annex 11, PIC/S document PI 011 Recom-
mendations on Computerised Systems and several GAMP CPGs.

knuD ryhl, Danish Medicines Agency, Copenhagen, Denmark
He is inspector at The Danish medicines Agency. Mr Ryhl has been an inspector for 6 years. Prior to 
joining the inspectorate he worked in industry with programming, qualification and validation. Mr 
Ryhl is a delegate of the PIC/S Expert Circle for computerized systems, and is the responsible for the 
computerized systems area within the Danish Medicines Agency.

yves saMson, Kereon AG, Basel, Switzerland
Yves is founder of Kereon AG, Basel. He is member of GAMP Europe Steering Committees, chairman 
and co-founder of GAMP Francophone and edited the French version of GAMP 4 and GAMP 5. Within 
ISPE he was an active member of the working group "IT Infrastructure Compliance and Control".

Dr wolFgang sChuMaCher, Hoffmann-La Roche, Switzerland
Dr Schumacher studied chemistry and pharmacy. After entering Asta Medica, he headed different po-
sitions. In 2001 he joined F. Hoffmann-La Roche, Basle, where he is now Head of the department of 
Quality Computer Systems. He is a member of the ECA Advisory Board.

Jörg sChwaMberger, Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany
Jörg Schwamberger studied chemistry in Darmstadt. In 1998, he entered Merck KGaA in the depart-
ment API production. Between 2001 and 2008, he headed the QS and central IT auditing unit. Since 
2009, he is in charge of IT Risk Management and Enterprise Architecture.

Jens seest, Leo Pharma A/S, Ballerup, Denmark
Jens Seest, a BScME from Danish Technical University, has accumulated over 15 years pharmaceutical 
experience with process automation and corporate computer systems. He has worked in numerous 
positions as IT-manager, project manager, QA, Validation responsible and IT-governance. In his current 
position as Head of Department for Quality Assurance IT Compliance with LEO Pharma,. He has con-
tributed to GAMP5 and is currently chairman of the GAMP Nordic Board.

auDny stenbråten, Norwegian Medicines Agency, Oslo, Norway
With over 30 years of experience, Audny Stenbråten works as pharmaceutical inspector since 2003 at 
the Norwegian Medicines Agency. She performs inspections amongst others in the areas of GDP/
GMP/GCP. She is member of the PIC/S Expert Groups on Quality Risk Management (QRM) and on 
GDP (wholesaling).

On 15 May, you are cordially invited to a social event. 
This is an excellent opportunity to share your experiences 
with colleagues from other companies in a relaxed atmosphere.
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Date pre-Conference workshops
Tuesday, 15 May 2012, 09.00 – 12.00 h
(Registration and coffee 08.30 – 09.00 h)

Date Conference
Tuesday, 15 May 2012, 13.15 – 18.00 h
(Registration and coffee, 12.30 – 13.15 h)
Wednesday, 16 May 2012, 08.30 – 17.30 h 

venue
Radisson Blu Scandinavia Hotel
Amager Boulevard 70
2300 Copenhagen S, Denmark
Phone +45 33 96 50 00
Fax  +45 33 96 55 00

Fees workshop*
ECA Members € 290.-
APIC Members € 340.- (does not include ECA 
Membership)
Non-ECA Members € 390.- 
EU GMP Inspectorates € 195.- 

Fees Conference*
ECA Members € 1,390.- 
APIC Members € 1,490.-  (does not include 
ECA Membership)
Non-ECA Members € 1,590.- 
EU GMP Inspectorates € 795.- 

save up to € 190 and book 
Conference + workshop*
ECA Members € 1,590.- 
APIC Members € 1,690.-  (does not include 
ECA Membership)
Non-ECA Members € 1,790.- 
EU GMP Inspectorates € 895.- 

The conference fee is payable in advance after 
receipt of invoice and includes conference 
documentation, dinner on the first day, lunch 
on both days and all refreshments. VAT is re-
claimable.

accommodation 
CONCEPT HEIDELBERG has reserved a limited 
number of rooms in the conference hotel.  You 
will receive a room reservation form when you 
have registered for the event. Please use this 
form or be sure to mention “VA ECA-7270” to 
receive the specially negotiated rate (single 
room DKK 1,445 per night, exclusive breakfast) 
for the duration of your stay. Reservation 
should be made directly with the hotel not later 
than 17 April 2012. Early reservation is recom-
mended.

*per delegate plus VAT

registration
Via the attached reservation form, by e-mail 
or by fax message. Or you register online at 
www.gmp-compliance.org.

Conference language
The official conference language will be 
English.

organisation and Contact
CONCEPT HEIDELBERG
P.O. Box 10 17 64
D-69007 Heidelberg, 
Germany
Phone +49 (0) 62 21/84 44-0
Fax +49 (0) 62 21/84 44 34
info@concept-heidelberg.de
www.concept-heidelberg.de

For questions regarding content:
Dr Andreas Mangel (Operations Director) 
at +49-62 21/84 44 41, or per e-mail at
mangel@concept-heidelberg.de.
For questions regarding reservation, hotel, 
organisation etc.:
Ms Marion Grimm (Organisation Manager) 
at +49-62 21/84 44 18, or per e-mail at 
grimm@concept-heidelberg.de.

Reservation Form (Please complete in full)

european Computer validation Conference – the new annex 11  �
15-16 May 2012, Copenhagen, Denmark 

pre-Conference workshops  �
15 May 2012, Copenhagen, Denmark

* Mr  * Ms

Title, first name, surname

Company

Department

important: please indicate your company’s vat iD number                       purchase order number, if applicable

Street / P.O. Box

City                        Zip Code

Country

Phone / Fax

E-Mail (Please fill in)

If the bill-to-address deviates from the specification 
to the right, please fill out here: 

 CONCEPT HEIDELBERG
 P.O. Box 10 17 64
 Fax +49 (0) 6221/84 44 34

 69007 Heidelberg
 Germany

general terms and conditions
If you cannot attend the conference you have two options:
1. We are happy to welcome a substitute colleague at any time.
2. If you have to cancel entirely we must charge the following processing fees: Cancellation 
 until 2 weeks prior to the conference 10 %,
 until 1 weeks prior to the conference 50 %
 within 1 week prior to the conference 100 %.
CONCEPT HEIDELBERG reserves the right to change the materials, instructors, or speakers without no-
tice or to cancel an event. If the event must be cancelled, registrants will be notified as soon as possible 
and will receive a full refund of fees paid. CONCEPT HEIDELBERGwill not be responsible for discount 
airfare penalties or other costs incurred due to a cancellation. 

terms of payment: Payable without deductions within 10 days after receipt of invoice. 
important: This is a binding registration and above fees are due in case of cancellation or non-
appearance. If you cannot take part, you have to inform us in writing. The cancellation fee will then be 
calculated according to the point of time at which we receive your message. In case you do not appear 
at the event without having informed us, you will have to pay the full registration fee, even if you have 
not made the payment yet. Only after we have received your payment, you are entitled to participate in 
the conference (receipt of payment will not be confirmed)!  

 easy registration

 reservation Form:
ConCept heiDelberg
p.o. box 10 17 64
69007 heidelberg
germany

 reservation Form:
+ 49 6221 84 44 34 @ e-mail:

info@concept-heidelberg.de 
internet:
www.gmp-compliance.org


+49 6221 84 44 34

wa/vers1/25102011

please choose one pre-Conference workshop
 Qualification of virtual servers �
 Impact of Annex 11 on the laboratory �
 Electronic Batch Record (EBR) �


